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No peace visible
until pact signed
PARIS (API - The North Vietnamese
declared yesterday there will be no
further negotiations with Henry A
Kissinger until the United States
commits itself to signing the draft
peace agreement
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
speakers denounced the Nixon administration for what they called a breach
of promise" in failing to sign the
accord by Oct 31. the deadline set by
Hanoi
The Saigon government warned at
the 165th weekly session of the peace
conference that it would refuse to

recognize any cease-fire agreement
concluded against its will
IN FOUR HOURS of vituperation
between the opposing Vietnamese delegations, there was little to show that
peace is at hand,' as Kissinger.
President Nixon's advisor, said last
week
Nguyen Xuan Phong of tne South
Vietnamese delegation did not directly
refer to the peace agreement in his
speech but raised a series of major
objections to what he said were
"utterly contradictory anil unaccept-

Nixon explains
settlement delay
WASHINGTON (API - President
Nixon said last night "we are ready to
conclude" a Vietnam peace settlement
but "we are not going to allow an
election deadline or any other kind of
deadline to force us into an agreement
which would be only a temporary truce
and not a lasting peace "
In his first nationally televised political broadcast of the campaign. Nixon
declared "we are going to sign the
agreement when the agreement is
right, not one day before-and when the
agreement is right, we are going to
sign, without one day's delay
•WE HAVE reached a substantial
agreement on most of the terms of UN
settlement."
Nixon said the settlement the U.S. is
ready to conclude would accomplish
the basic objectives he presented on
May 8
A return of all prisoners of war. a
ceasefire throughout Indochina" and
the right of the South Vietnamese to
determine their own future "without
having a communist government or a
coalition government imposed on them
against their will ."
Without giving details. Nixon said
"there are still some issues to be
resolved..."
NIXON SAID he has insisted that
these issues be settled before the
agreement is signed, adding "that is
why we refused to be stampeded into
meeting the arbitrary deadline of
October 31st "
This was a reference to Hanoi's

contention that the United Stales had
agreed to sign a Vietnam settlement
pact by that date
The nine-point agreement disclosed
by Hanoi makes no reference to an
Indochina-wide cease fire Rather, it
says "24 hours alter the signing of the
agreement, a cease lire shall be
observed throughout South Vietnam
The nine point draft agreement disclosed by Hanoi also says that all
foreign troops would IK1 withdrawn
from Cambodia and Laos aiul lli.il
military activities in those two
countries would end

able" proposals
The Viet Cong argued that in failing
to sign the agreement, the United
States shortened the chances for U.S.
prisoners of war getting home by
Christmas
U.S. DELEGATE William J Porter
avoided the polemics of the other three
delegations In a brief statement, he
reiterated that the issues still to be
clarified in the draft agreement "can
be settled quickly with effort and

will."
He warned that the United States
would not allow itself to be rushed into
a settlement of "the few remaining
problems of substance
He denied the repeated Communist
charge that these problems were mere
pretexts for delay, and declared
"MISUNDERSTANDINGS, if they
exist, must be faced frankly and dealt
with Kxcessive haste in settling the
final elements would jeopardize the
work that has been one and might place
the future viability of the agreement in
doubt '
Kissinger told a news conference last
week it was up to Hanoi to set the date
for a final secret negoliating session
He said the United. Slates has given "a
commitment that the text that will be
agreed to at the next session will be the
final text and that no new changes will
be proposed
The North Vietnamese spokesman.
Nguyen Thanh I.e. told newsmen after
the session that the United Stales had
given such a commitmenl on the text
negotiated last month.

An autumn orroy, with at mony leaves on tho ground as on tho troos, otchos
decorative paltornt for this bicyclist's scenic rid*. Fall warmth will
disappear along with tho seasonal bicyclist.

District candidates' views vary
By Scotl Scredon
Managing Editor
Bruce Edwards. Democratic candi
.date for Fifth District Congressman,
and Delberl Latta. the incumbent
Republican candidate, agree there are
strong
philosophical
differences
between them
"I think Mr. Edwards put it quite
clearly when he said he is a firm sup
porter of Senator McGovern. and I am
a follower of President Nixon," l.atta
said
Issues that both candidates sec .is
representing a clear distinction of their
views include the Vietnam war. mill-

Absentee ballots
Monday is the last day students can have absentee ballots notarized
at the Office of Voter Facilitation
Greg Jackson, director of the office, said as of yesterday afternoor
notary publics had processed about 2.500 ballots.
Because three to four thousand students will be voting in this area.
Jackson estimated there still could be as many as 9,000 students that
musl have ballots notarized between today and next Monday
He said at least two notary publics should be available at his office
at all times.
NOTARY PUBLICS will not be on duty Tuesday, election day.
because "it'll be almost impossible for anyone to submit an absentee
ballot in time if he doesn't notarize it until Tuesday." he said
All absentee ballots must be notarized and submitted to local
boards by 630p.m. Tuesday. Nov. 7.
The Office of Voter Facilitation. 325 Williams Hall, will be open
today from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.. tomorrow from 10 am to 1 p.m. and
Monday from 10a.m. to 4 p.m.

tary spending and the minimum wage.
REP. LATTA voted against the
Mansfield end-the-war amendment,
which would have called for withdrawing U.S. forces from Vietnamsubject to the release of American prisoners of war-within nine months of
its adoption.
The amendment was offered a
number of times last year and early
this year.
Latta said he voted against the
amendment because there was no
assurance that prisoners would be released
"We were merely hoping that they
ithe North Vietnamese! would do
that." Latta said
Edwards said he supported the endthe-war amendments and would have
voted for them if he had been in Congress
"This war has torn the country
apart, and has torn me apart." he said
"OUR PARTICIPATION in the Viet
namese war has done more to slow
down acceptance of democracy and
capitalism in under-developed countries than anything we've ever done,"
he said
Edwards was also critical of Latta's
support for the military-industrial
complex, saying it is "a waste of the
economy "
Edwards said he was for the Leggett
amendment, which would have cut $350
million from the Safeguard anti-ballistic missile system I ABM I He also
opposed the new B-l bomber
Both programs are being continued
by the federal government.
Latta voted against the Leggett
amendment, and the amendment to
delete funds for the B-l bomber.
LATTA SAID he didn't support the
recent bill in the House of Representatives to raise the minimum wage
because it discriminated against young
people
The bill in the House would have
raised the minimum wage to $1.80.
then to $2 within two years.
Latta said the House bill would have
permitted students to work below the
minimum wage, but non-students
would not have been permitted to do
this
"We can't pass laws that would discriminate against young people." he
said.
On the other hand. Edwards said he
would have voted for the minimum
wage proposal.

On other issues. Latta voted against
the Whalen amendment on the military
draft, and the Hathaway amendment,
that would have added more funds to
the Federal Higher Education Act.
HE ALSO voted against a bill that
would have exempted admission
policies at all higher educational institutions from laws banning sexual discrimination, and voted for continued
construction of the Supersonic Trans
port airplane iSS'l'i
The Whalen amendment would have
extended the military draft for one
year instead of two The bill was voted
on in 1971 and defeated.
The Hathaway amendment, voted on
in April of 1971. would have added $726
million for federally-financed educational programs This bill was also rejected.
l.atta said he voted for the SST
because the United Stales was ahead of
all other countries in the aerospace
industry, and should keep ahead.
"We also COUM have come up with a
much cleaner, less polluting plane than
the French did. he said
EDWARDS HAS called the current
5.5 per cent unemployment rate "inexcusable ."
He said President Nixon's decision to
raise interest rales, which allowed profits to go up in the non-labor sector of
the economy, and his
hands-off
policy" on prices until lasl year led to

inflation in the first part ol the Nixon
administration
Edwards also said he believes in a
guaranteed income for all Americans,
but would not say how much of a
guarantee he favored
He said the total cost of such a plan
would work better and cost less than
the Current welfare program, which is
a "sort of hostile detective approach ."
He also accused Latta of abdicating
his congressional powers by voting for

Delbert Lotto

the $250 billion spending ceiling bill
last month.
THIS BILL would have given President Nixon the power to cut the federal
budgel lor the 1*73 hscal year to $250
billion, and to cut all but a few of the
programs authorized by Congress.
Edwards also said he thought l.atta
was a supporter of "big business."
which he described as giving money
and power to the wealthy, then letting
it trickle down to lower income people.

Bruce Edwardt

Ohio College Association
opposes tax amendment
The Ohio College Association (OCA),
headed by University President Hollis
A Moore Jr. announced its opposition
yesterday to the repeal of the state
income tax
The OCA. representing 68 colleges
and universities, adopted the
resolution at a recent meeting of
presidents of most of Ohio's colleges.
"EXCELLENCE in higher education
is of vital importance to the future of
all citizens of the slate of Ohio." the
OCA resolution stated
Higher education in Ohio depends on

continuing financial support to both
public and private institutions in the
state, according to the statement.
The OCA is concerned because the
repeal of the state income tax could
seriously limit the quality and availability of higher education in Ohio, the
statement said.
According to an OCA news release,
the organization strongly believes the
financial burden of higher education
should not be shifted to the individual
student, which could happen if the
amount of state aid to colleges and
universities is decreased.

THE LONG RANGE effect of such a
move would be a denial of higher
education to a significant number of
students, the OCA reported.
Ohio's public institutions of higher
education rely on state appropriations
for as much as half of their operating
budgel according to the news release.
Because of the threat to Ohio's state
services, particularly education, the
Ohio College Association is urging
Ohioans to vote "No" on Issue 2 nextTuesday. Dr Moore said.
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Lerrers.
eDiTeRiaLS
endorsements
serious thought needed
The BG News endorses Independent Cloyce McGiffin for Wood
County Sheriff. McGiffin's 21 years of experience (17 in the
sheriff's office) and his educational background have prepared
him well for the position.
His concern for promoting knowledge about laws and law
enforcement is evidenced by his participation in seminars,
particularly concerning drug abuse.
McGiffin is a strong supporter of Karma, the drop-in drug
counseling center, and donates the proceeds from speaking
engagements to the center.
Consideration of who has spent more years in the department
is not always the best indicator of the best man for the job, as his
opponent seems to believe.
We believe McGiffin will bring dedication and enthusiasm to
the position of sheriff.
In the county prosecutor race, we are endorsing Democrat
Daniel Spitler.
Spitler, a native of Wood County, has been prosecutor for the
last four years.
He is a supporter of Karma and works in close cooperation
with the center.
Kaun McMasters. counselor at Karma, said he considers
Spitler's work with Karma valuable to the community as well as
to individuals involved in drug offenses.
Spitler has said he does not believe a stay at the Mansfield
Reformatory rehabilitates drug users
He is more in favor of alternatives to sentencing, such as shock
probation in which an offender may be sent to jail for 30 days and
then be called back by the judge on probation with a referral to
Karma.
We need a man who is more concerned as prosecutor with
providing guilt or innocence and establishing effective rehabilitation than building up a conviction record.
The News also chooses to endorse Bruce Edwards for
Congressman in the Filth District.
Incumbent Congressman Delbert Latta has voted against the
Mansfield end-the-war amendments, against one of the
Hathaway amendments to aid higher education and for the
Supersonic Transport airplane (SST).
Not giving support to the end-the-war amendments has caused
the United States to continue to try to win the Vietnam war,
resulting in more American deaths and spending more American
money
We cannot support a candidate with these views.
Kdwards believes in a guaranteed income, cuts in the military
budget and more money for health and education.
He can help lead the Congress on the road to "reordering our
priorities" toward more useful domestic programs.
Hut lie needs your support. We urge you to vote for Bruce
Kdwards next Tuesday
In the stale senate race for the second district, we endorse
Democrat Hobert A. Smith
Smith has been a strong advocate for the state income tax, a
measure he believes should have been instituted 30 years ago.
As a school administrator, he has a firm understanding of the
problems facing today's school systems, and the steps the state
should take to correct those problems.
If elected, he would work for a complete overhaul in the state's
tax structure.
Smith s stand is Ohio has "bled the property owners too long"
to carry the state's financial burden.
"The extremely wealthy and many large corporations have not
carried their fair share."
Bled Smith, and Ohio will have a senator who will strive for
fair state taxes.
We also endorse Charles Kurfess for the Ohio House of

Representatives (83rd district).
Kurfess has publicly opposed the Ohio Plan for higher
education
In his words. "When you say the student in a public institution
has to pay back the money funded by the state, you are taking the
public' out of public education."
Kurfess was also a leading Republican in the fight to initiate
the state income tax. He worked throughout last year to
formulate the income lax bill.
because he looks upon the tax as "something to build on in the
future." Kurfess is opposed to repeal efforts.
If the tax is repealed, the immediate drawback for students
would probably take the form of a tuition increase.
We can ill afford that.
Because ol the weakness of his Democratic opponent, we think
Kurfess' experience becomes an additional qualification in these
important issues
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GwenOvermyer;
Last week, a letter was printed in
The BG News with your name on it. In
a way. you shocked me.
Though I disagree with your political
views. I respect them and, more
important, your right to them. I
believe the hope of this country lies in
it's youth, and was glad when the
national voting age of 18 was made
law.
Your letter makes me wonder. In a
few brief opening sentences, you say
support of beliefs different than yours
disgusts you. you claim our country is
messed up', and you suggest that this
area is occasionally unaware of what is
really happening.'
You are entitled to your opinion on
the first count, but on the second, I
believe you'll find a good part of the
mess arises from the fact that
individuals such as you and I are
entitled to disagree to the point of protest
ON THE THIRD. I only ask that, if
you have informing sources other than
the public media and literature of any
biased party, you will share it with the
area's public so they might be as well
informed as you.
And how did you manage to link the
Kent State deaths with the political
campaign''
11 would genuinely like the dates and
page numbers of the Congressional
Record which prove murder. After
what I considered a thorough study of
the affair, I found only that the source
of the command to fire was undetermined, the firing was seemingly
random, and that there was a question
as to how much danger the National

Guard was actually in at the time they
did fire.)
You also made numerous references
to the Vietnam War. You find the South
VN government one of the most corrupt in history.
You can't have studied back to A.
Hitler's regime in WW 2 and have
made a statement like that. You say
the South Vietnamese-and I say all
people-don't want a war that has
destroyed their homes and families.
BUT YOU IGNORE the fact that the
South Vietnamese asked us for help in
overcoming a revolutionary group
within their own land, and have in the
past four years taken over the entire
ground war as well as over 40 per cent
of the air war over the south.
That 'drop in the bucket' of men that
he's taken out of South VN amounts to
over half a million men. over 95 per

When asked it The News staff would
endorse the demonstration, they
refused. We recognize the right of The
News staff to take this stand, but as
anti-war activists we oppose their
view
APPARENTLY The News has
McGovern-mania. But it is clear that
McGovern is not a spokesman for the
anti-war movement or the Vietnamese
people.
McGovern who has said about
Vietnam, "...when you have a business
which is faltering, you liquidate," has
endorsed Nixon's nine point peace
settlement.

In the county prosecutor's race,
there is a man who is running
completely on his record. His name is
Daniel T. Spitler. Now is the time to
analyze Mr. Spitler's past four years in
office:
1. The Hodge's murder trial.
a I The only murder case tried in the
last four years.
bl The trial cost Wood County taxpayers $33,323.
c) Mr. Spitler paid another attorney
$10,000 to aid him in the case.
d I Mr. Spitler lost the case

Anti-war activists, as opposed to The
BG News or the George McGovern
machine, have a One Point Peace
Plan: OUT NOW!
OUT NOW, the traditional theme of
the anti-war movement is the only
position which recognizes the right of
the Vietnamese people to selfdetermination. Anti-war activists do
not recognize the right of the U.S.
government to use its military might
to force a compromise settlement upon
the Vietnamese people.
The anti-war movement does not
depend on The BG NEWS or the
George McGovern machine to fight its
battles. The anti-war movement,
which after all won McGovern the
candidacy of his party, will survive
George McGovern's campaign and
continue to build the struggle.
One last question to The BG News If
McGovern loses, what will you be
doing for the Vietnamese people on
November 8th?
Robert Weigl. Alumnus
707 3rd St . Apt C

appropriate theme
I found the homecoming theme
dealing with a return to the 20s and the
50's very appropriate for today's
Bowling Green students
Those times of inane jocularity,
coarse stupidity, and intellectual
apathy lie in very well with the mind
sets of Bowling Green students in 1972
Students who can [ill their days with
mud tugs, bed races and phone booth
stulling will not have time to
remember that four students died two
years ago about 140 miles from here
because they cared about other things
STUDENTS who are so ignorant that
they think Henry Kissinger is a
member ol McGovern's campaign
staff will never have the horrors of
Vietnam weighing on their minds

literature?
HE STABILIZED and slightly
lowered the unemployment, and has
spent more than any president in our
history on fighting poverty, crime, or
drug abuse
And I suggest .you look into the libel
laws and make sure you have well-

documented proof before accusing
anyone of lying and corruption.
Finally. Ms. Overmyer, I'd like to
know why you're so sure Sen
McGovern will correct all of the problems you have mentioned after he has
changed his stand on so many major
issues, such as poverty aid, the
Indochina conflict, even his own
running mate, the man who would control the destiny of this country in the
event of his election and demise.
You are entitled to your beliefs, and 1
fervently hope that you and the rest of
our 15.000 plus student body will
express those beliefs and vote next
week
I can only pray, however, that they,
you and I included, will give a great
deal more serious thought to their
ballot than you gave to your letter
Denny Atkinson
317Manville

candidates on record

anti-war movement
The 50 some BG students who
recently participated in the October 26
nationwide anti-war actions would like
to ask why The BG News has sold out
the anti-war movement
Although this group of students were
assembled in front of the Union,
preparing to leave for Toledo. The
News did not see fit. even upon
personal invitation, to cover the
demonstration.

cent of those placed there by the
previous administration, which has cut
American casualties from between
200-700 killed per week to 0-20. again
well over 90 per cent
The forces surrounding Indochina
are under 100.000. part of which would
be there without the war
You claim our bombs are killing
people, and you're right But they're
people who are killing our allies or
making the weapons that do the killing
You say he has neglected our own
country's problems, tell me. have you
been reading anything but party

because they won't even know Vietnam
exists.
Eighteen-year-old apathetic morons
will never be bothered that Bowling
Green townspeople without a formal
education have a better grasp of the
issues facing the country today than
they, the supposedly educated, do.
All that bothers me about your
apathy, your ignorance, and your
stupidity is that you will inflict it upon
others, namely your children, who
deserve belter.
Patty Chambers
407 Kreischer A

2. INDICTMENT o( Bowling Green
policemen
a I Cases pending for over two years.
bl No solution planned by Mr
Spitler
Cl Mr. Spitler afraid of
" bang.bang.bang.bang., lour losses
atone time"
3. Expenditures of Prosecutor's
Office
a I 1970-159.000 39 - increase of nearly
70 per cent over the previous
prosecutor in 1968.
bl placed more assistants on the
payroll than ever before, with no
increase in the case load of (he office.
4 Conviction record
a i Only 61 per cent of all people
charged with felonies were convicted.
As shown in the Criminal Docket Hook
in the Wood County Clerk of Courts
office

bi This is considerably lower than
the previous prosecutor
IT IS QUITE evident that Mr Spitler
has increased the cost of running the
prosecutor s office, while at the same
time, he has decreased the efficiency
ol that office.
The Wood County residents and taxpayers are not receiving their money's
worth from Daniel Spitler.
I urge those Wood County voters to
vote for John Cheetwood next Tuesday
It is time that this county had a good
and efficient prosecutor.
John Cheetwood can and is running
on his record. Make your choice Wood
County, can you afford more of Daniel
T. Spitler?
JackC Burgess II
715 Offenhauer A

opinion

prison or pa/ace ?
By Marilynn Newton
Guest Columnist
The University infirmary this year
can be either a prison or peaceful
palace if you happen to find yourself
bedded down in its chambers
It's a house ol peace if you're really
sick or fed neglected in the noisy
dormitory
However, if you just
stopped in the medical center to check
a sore throat and suddenly find
yourself being wheeled of! to a room, it
could become a prison.
All incoming patients are first
assigned to a room Then the white
inmate pajamas are distributed The
top and bottom sizes do not usually
match, much less fit. but somehow all
sizes can be squeezed into and flopped
around in
THE AVERAGE DAY starts around
6 a.m.-before dawn. You are
awakened by the crunch and crash of
the nurse filling your ice-water can.
then a thermometer is stuck into your
mouth This procedure will be repeated
several times during the day
Breakfast, like all the meals, is good,
but usually cold by the time you get it.
You discover the only way of solving
the problem of trying to sit up to eat is
to eat lying down This gets crumbs on
the bed. but you can go right back to
sleep when you're finished.
A lew hours later your doctor arrives
to poke at you for several minutes and

determine how you're coming along.
This is your only chance of the day to
plea for freedom or early release.
Telephone calls are announced to you
over the intercom. You crawl from
your bed, patter out to the hall to find a
phone and hit your head on the edge of
the bed trying to plug it into your wall.
Invariably, the party's first words
are "What took you so long?" Since all
the patients use the same phones,
you're bound to catch almost anything
from them.
THE NURSES are always nice and
sweet to you. which is comforting, but
they will not let you order pizza at
midnight no matter how hungry you
say you are.
Instead you can have ice cream or
orange juice as a snack before you get
your sleeping pill
After you are well again, the doctor
makes sure you stay for a few more
days - just long enough for you to
decide you won't be sick again for a
long time
The infirmary can be the loneliest
place in the University There's no one
to talk to because everyone's sick.
You can rent a TV and watch soap
operas all day or try to sneak a
cigarette in your room and see how
long you can get away with it.
It becomes difficult to believe there
is actually a campus outside with
normal students and people running
around doing normal things

open house
As a former student at Bowling
Green and having just received a copy
of the Alumni News with the article
"24-Hour Visitation Doesn't Mean
Halls Are Wide Open" I would like to
ask the present BGSU administration a
question.
Why do you continue to discriminate
against women students'' In your own
words you state, "night desk clerks
will be on duty in all halls Irom
midnight to 6 a.m.. and to monitor
persons coming and going."
There is no defense for this situation
as it now exists. I can only hope you see
the error of your ways before too many
people catch on.
John Dowler
144 Hint St.
Chilltcothe. Ohio

GUISS WHO HAS A BOMB ON BOARD . . . I'
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Race centers on taxes

Two vie for senate seat
ByJacfcO'Brcu
An interesting race could
develop in the final few days
for the second District Ohio
Senate seat between Republican Paul Gillmor and
Democrat Robert A Smith
The newly reapportioned
district consists of about
320.000 persons It includes
all of Wood. Hancock. Putnam and Ottawa counties
and parts of Sandusky. Erie.
Van Wert and Henry counties
Gillmor. 33. is serving his
second term in the Ohio
Senate
A graduate of Ohio
Wesleyan University and the
University of Michigan Law
School, he is vice chairman
of the Senate Ways and
Means Committee and a
member of the Judiciary
Committee and the Elections and Retirement Committee
SMITH, S. is the superintendent of the Arlington
School System A graduate
of Otterbein College
i Bachelor of Science

Robert A. Smith

degree) and St. Xavier
University
(masters
degree), he fought to keep
the Arlington school district
alive monetarily.
He is a doctoral candidate
at the University
The main issue between
the two candidates is the
Ohio income tax
"I voted against the
income tax in December
11971) because of the problems in both retirement
income and property tax
relief." Gillmor said
"I'm not in favor of its
repeal because of all the
problems it would cause.'
he added
Smith has a different
opinion of Gillmor's vote
against the state income
tax
"Most guys like Gillmor
are attorneys who wanted no
part of the graduated
income tax." Smith said
"GILLMOR voted for an
increase in the sales tax to
5 5percent "
Smith said the income tax
represented a move Ohio
should have made 30 years

ago. He is against the repeal
move
"The main issue is the
income tax." Smith said
"That's where the action is.
"It I the income taxi is the
biggest thing to come down
the pike in a long time "

haul." Smith said. "We've
bled the property owners too
long to carry Ohio's
financial burden. The
extremely wealthy and
many large corporations
have not carried their fair
share "

Smith said the main
reason he entered the state
senate race was the income
tax His school district was
due to close in October and
the present legislature was
doing nothing to stop it. he

THE CANDIDATES also
differ on the age of majority
issue
Gillmor. the chairman of
the senate subcommittee on
Senate Bill 400 dealing with
restrictions on 18 year olds,
favors an across the board
age of responsibility of 18

said

Gillmor said he was not
against an income tax as a
general form of financing
government
"WE ALREADY have 80
per cent of the people in the
state paying three or four
taxes." he said
Under
present law. an Ohioan pays
federal, state and local
income taxes where he lives
and income tax where he
works "
The first bill Gillmor
would work to pass if reelected would be a proposal
to expand property tax relief
for persons who pay a high
proportion of their income in
property tax.
"The ten per cent rollback
which we have now is better
than none at all, but not the
best form of tax relief."
Gillmor said "We should
give the bulk of the relief to
those who pay a high percentage "
The specific legislation
that Smith would introduce
if elected would be to shift
school appropriations
money away from taxes
"Ohio needs a tax over

Paul E. Gillmor

"I've got to draw the line
on the hard liquor deal."
Smith said "Drinking is a
problem already
"It'll open the doors toour
high schools "
Smith said giving 18 year
olds the right to drink hard
liquor while most of them
aren't out of high school will
create a problem because of
the lower age groups
involved

Results of Monday's elections developed into an
exact tie between the
Liberal and Conservative

parties at 109 seats each in
the House of Commons with
some contests still being recounted
"The continuation of my
government will depend on
the Parliament." Trudeau
said in a broadcast
HE SAID he has asked
Governor-General Roland
Michener to call Parliamenl

into session as soon as it is
possible after official election results are tallied
Trudeau acknowledged
that his Liberals' showing in
the elections "reflected the
view of a good many Canadians that the government
for the last 4'J years has not
been satisfactory "
"THE

VOTE

has

piiiifcrin-

Kathy Smith, Jr. (Ed.), lakm an outdoor study brook and •nroy> what oaom to
bo tho lost few days of warm, 60 dogroo woathor thit toaosn. Cold woathor
will soon fore* studontt indoor* onco moro.

Tax repeal issue "m trouble'
COLUMBUS (API - Income tax repeal leader
Robert E. Netzley said yesterday the controversial
Nov. 7 ballot amendment
may be in serious trouble.
Netzley (R-Laura)
stopped short of predicting
defeat and indicated he still
hopes the tax will be
repealed But he listed for
newsmen some things he
would do differently if he
had the campaign to wage
over again.

Trudeau may keep post
OTTAWA (APi - Pierre
Elliott Trudeau pledged lasl
night to hang on as prime
minister of Canada despite
the stunning electoral setback that chopped away his
Liberal party majority in
Parliament

Mi

Study
break

conveyed to me that there
have been some failures."
he said.
But Trudeau maintained
at the same time that the
vote gave no clear-cut victory to the opposition
Conservatives either.
A recount yesterday gave
the Liberals a key seat and
brought the count to 109-109
draw with the Conservatives.

Netzley said the news
media has failed to properly
explain the amendment to
voters. Later, he modified
the statement, and conceded he and other repeal
backers had not "hit hard
enough" at the constitutional aspects of the proposal and instead concentrated on the repeal of the
existing tax.
THE MIAMI COUNTY
legislator referred, he said,
to the principle of putting
into the constitution "the
right of the people to vote on
their own taxes."
He called thai part of the
amendment "the most
important, the entire issue
before the people "
The amendment, placed
on (he ballot by Netzley and
a group of other GOP dissenters in the Ohio House,
would repeal the existing .5
to 3.5 per cent tax on individuals and the 4-8 per cent
levy on corporations.
It also would limit any
future state income tax to a
flat rate and require that it

be approved by a vote of the
people
Netzley and his group had
to fight both party organizations and almost every
lobbying group in (he Mala
to obtain the :I18,4I4 signatures needed to place il on
the ballot. They also won a
series ol court challenges
that ended with a major victory in the Ohio Supreme
I'nurt Ocl 20
BUT HE TOLD a news
conference "we just don't
have the money We won't
have any TV. radio, or any
advertising as luch" to fight
repeal opponent! which he
claims are spending up toll
million in (heir campaign
i'c animated that be and
the IS other active repeal
backers had only "ahoul
J20.000" for the entire cam
paign
Netzley said tor the lust

sensiis ol the people who
have been working on (his
llung "
UNDER QUESTIONING.
he named Rep Joseph
I'ulley iH-37 Mentor) and
Donald Prater i R-77
Toledo) as being the mosl
adamant about Ihe insertion

The six-term House member also said that if he had it
to do over, he would advocate that the people be
allowed "to keep (he presenl
tax and the people would be
allowed to vote on future
increases "

Summer studies open
in African universities

time thai the restriction ol a
flat rate lax had been put
into the amendment against
his wishes although he
favors a flal (ax in principle

but he said "it was Ihe con
IIIIHII
Ill
mm HIIHIIHIIMIHIIimil

of the flat rate provision

The Office of International Programs has received information concerning a cooperative program with African universities for the summer of 1973
l)r I. Edward Shuck, director of International Studies,
said the program will not involve a student exchange, but
will provide an opportunity for American students
interested in Africa to participate in a six-week slay on an
African campus
Courses including history. Islamic studies, political and
social development, traditional and contemporary African
literature, art. drama, music and folklore will be offered at
universities in Sierra Leone. Ghana and Nigeria
Dr. Shuck said regular college credit will be given and
special rates are assured for international travel
Deadline for applying for these programs in Dec. 20.
Interested students should contact the Office of International Programs (basement of Williams Hall) for further
information Telephone number is 372-2247.
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SPITLER CARES
ABOUT YOU
He doesn't change his tune at
election time...
His opponent stated on VVBGUTV in February, 1971
the following are excerpts from
the Bowling Green Sentinel for
February 26,1971...
* ...Mr. Cheetwood noted that
rather than rehabilitating...the
drug user, the sentence to Mansfield probably would be a
deterrent to future drug use and
might act as a deterrent for a
future user.
*...Dan Spitler stated, "I
personally don't feel any
first offender on any drug
charge should be sentenced
to Mansfield. He should be
put on probation and
possibly sentenced to a
shorter term in the workhouse or countv iail."

THE DEN
— announces BALFOUR'S

RING-A-RAMA
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 2nd AND 3rd
- SEE JOHNNY BENCH'S WORLD SERIES RING
WIN A B.G.S.U. CLASS RING ABSOLUTELY FREE
- SEE THE NBA "KNICKS" CHAMPIONSHIP RING
- SEE JOE NAMATH'S SUPER BOWL RING
WIN FREE FOOTBALL JERSEYS AND T-SHIRTS
- SEE BRONCO NAGERSKI'S SIZE 19 RING
WIN FREE PIZZAS - SEE NEBRASKA'S NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP RING
NO
PURCHASE
REQUIRED

SIGN UP AND WIN

FREE, FREE, FREE
A B.G.S.U. CLASS RING, T-SHIRTS
FOOTBALL JERSEYS AND PIZZAS

VOTE FOR JUSTICE & UNDERSTANDING

VOTE DAN SPITLER COUNTY PROSECUTOR

JUST STOP AT THE DEN, SIGNUPAND VIEW
OUR COLLECTION OF CHAMPIONSHIP RINGS

Pog. 4 Ih. BG N.w., Friday, November 3, 1973

Kurfess, Artino in race

RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE...

House seat contested

MAKE WOOD COUNTY AND AMERICA

HAPPEN AGAIN!
VOTE DEMOCRATIC ON TUES., NOV. 7th
ELECT

GEORGE S.

Democrat William L.
Artino faces incumbent
Charles F. Kurfess in the
race for 83rd District seat in
the Ohio l.'ouse of Representatives.
Artino. 50. is a sales
representative for the
Munichem
Corporation.
Formerly Bellevue mayor
for six years, Artino also
served as a state liquor
enforcement agent for eight
years.

KURFESS. 42. is the
present speaker of the Ohio
House. A graduate of
Bowling Green State University, Wayne University
and Ohio State University,
he has served as speaker
since 1967
"I'm running against Kurfess because I was completely disappointed in the
productivity of the 109th
General Assembly." Artino
said

McGOVERN

Kurfess. a Republican,
said substantial progress
has been made in his six
years as Speaker of the Ohio
House. The progress
includes doubled state
support (or schools and
relief in the tax burden.
Ke also was one of the few
Republicans who voted for
the state income tax and
was instrumental in its
passage.
"The tax package was the
best we could do at that
time," Kurfess said about
his vote for the income tax.
Artino said no major bills
of any importance were
brought to a floor vote
during the first II months
that the Ohio Legislature
was in session. This cost the
taxpayer a tremendous
amount of money with little
return, he said.

PRESIDENT

R. SARGENT

SHRIVER

WWiam I. Artino

VICE PRESIDENT
II vou bmled in ciixiet at Ihe murder ol slu
dents at Kent Stale and Jackson Slate in

- IN WOOD COUNTY -

1970 and Ihe lack ol anv serinus concern

vote megovern

and
"The Funky Zenith Band"

ELECT

FRANKLIN

DANIEL T.

JOHN G.

RADELOFF

SPITLER

AULT

WOOD CO. COMMISSIONER

WOOD CO. PROSECUTOR

WOOD COUNTY COMMISSIONER

at
Commons
Saturday Nov. 4 - 9:00 until
75c at door

Corrections issued
on pass/fail option

"

Brothers & Sisters of B.G.S.U.
Meet the Bros, of
Kappa Alpha Psi

RE-ELECT

Students can elect to take
a course S-U by notifying the
Office of the Registrar no
later than 21 calendar days
after the beginning of the
quarter.
In the winter quarter
schedule of classes, it was
incorrectly reported that
students have only seven
days to declare the S-U
optionA memorandum issued by
the office said. "A student
may request the S-U grading
option in as many as 12
courses in a baccalaureate
degree program in addition
to courses universally
graded on an SI basis.

Attention Pizza Fans
you've been lovin' it on
tuesdays and now

DOMINO'S HAS IT ON
FRIDAYS TOO!

FREE COKE NIGHT!
Yes, with the purchase of a large Pizza, you
will receive 3 16-oz. cokes at no extra charge.
ELECT

ELECT

ELECT

SHIRLEY J.

FRED H.

DR. ALBERT

MILLER

GERKEN

SMITH

WOOD CO. CLERK OF COURTS

WOOD CO. TREASURER

WOOD COUNTY CORONER

BRUCE EDWARDS

LLOYD 0. BROWN

FOR CONGRESS - 5th DISTRICT

FOR OHIO SUPREME COURT (FULL TERM)

ROBERT A. SMITH

FRANK D. CELEBREZZE

FOR STATE SENATE - 2nd DISTRICT

FOR OHIO SUPREME COURT (UNEXPIRED TERM)

WILLIAM ARTINO

WILLIAM B. BROWN

FOR STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FOR OHIO SUPREME COURT (FULL TERM)

VOTE THE WHOLE DEMOCRATIC TICKET

"I BELIEVE 18-year-olds
should have the right to
vote, marry without parental permission, be held liable
for debts and for suits, and
the right to consume
alcholic
beverages."
he
said.
Both candidates are
against the repeal of the
state income tax

with ihese tragedies l>v Nixon and Atmevv

HI,Ml r.lJMMH III MIH McGI .• ■ '.

RE-ELECT

ARTINO DOESN'T think
the highly Republican voter
registration in the 83rd District, which includes part of
Wood
and
Sandusky
counties, will make a difference in his chances of
beating Kurfess.
,-.
"To me, I don't feel

that's quite important any
more." Artino said. "The
trend of thought of people
now is different than what it
was several years ago. By
this, I mean people don't
normally vote a. straight
ticket any more.
"I don't cherish running
against Kurfess." he added.
"1 would much rather be
running against someone not
as prominently known as
Kurfess."
Regarding
18-year-olds,
the Ohio House Speaker said
be was not in favor of an
arbitrary across the board
18-year-old age of majority.
Kurfess said he is against
lowering the drinking age
for hard liquor to 18 years
old.
Artino disagreed with his
opponent on the issue

Free Cokes and your
Pizza Fast, Hot & Great,
as Usual. So, Get it!

Call 352-5221

"The student is permitted
more than one S-U option in
a quarter, providing the
number
of
such
registrations does not
exceed three in an academic
year or four in an academic
year and succeeding
summer quarter.
"THE S-U option is permitted in courses taken in
fulfillment of major, minor
and group requirements or
electives in accordance with
standards established by the
appropriate undergraduate
college and departmental
councils.
"College and departmental standards on S-U
options are available to the
student
through
his
academic advisor.
"A grade of S is interpreted as falling within the
range of A to C and carries
full credit A grade of U is
interpreted as D to F and
carries no credit.
"Neither grade is considered in the accumulative
point average "

INFRA-REDS
Antique Clothing
From the
Sublime to the
Ridiculous
"Grand Opening"
NOV. 1st
501 Farnsworth
Waterville
8784711

Have any questions for
Dr. Hollis Moore?
Speak with him on
Nov. 6 at S.B.O.'s

ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7th

"Meet the President"

RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT!
PAID FOR BY.Wood County Democratic Campaign Committee
Lee Knorek. Chairman, 1 Riverside Dr., Rossford

Informed discussion
Student Services Forum
Mon., Nov. 6-7:30-9:30 P.M.
V

Friday, Nov.mb.r 3, 1972, Th. BO Newt/Pafe 9

Four seeking commissioner posts
By Jim W.
Stall Ratarter

as
Franklin A. Rod.loH

(ieorge M. Scoll

and administers public welfare.
The commission also
appoints other officials,
such as directors or trustees
to conduct operations in
various departments within
the framework of county
government.
Each commissioner
serves a four-year term.

The' four men running (or
two positions as Wood
County commissioners all
stress experience as their
main qualifications
Candidates for one of the
posts are Democratic challenger John G. AUlt and current commissioner. Charles
E. Brough. a Republican
Incumbent Franklin A
Radeloff. a Democrat, is
being challenged by Republican George M Scott for the
other position.

AULT, a Perrysburg resident, said he believes his experience as a Perrysburg
Township trustee for the last
11 years and his involvement
in various sewer and water
projects qualifies him for
the job
He said when Interstate 75
was under construction, the
highway department wanted
to close all township roads in
Perrysburg He played an
active role in keeping them
open, he said

COUNTY commissioners
must serve on the Board of
County Commissioners,
which exercises financial
control of county expenditures, authorizes public
works, purchases land and
buildings, awards contracts

Literature experience

A new English course. The
Experience of Literature,
will beolfered next quarter
The course, open to all
students, will examine the
major literary genres of
poetry, drama, fiction and
non-fiction, as they treat
human experience •
Dr Beatrice Morion.

coordinator of the general
studies program in literature, said the emphasis of
the course is "on the student
gaining an experience with
literature and seeing the
thematic
similarities
between the genres and the
differences in their structures."'

Pemberville bike ride
scheduled for Sunday

"THE COURSE was
designed to meet the needs
of a non-English major, so
the form and the kind of
analysis is not the same as
an English major would re-

ceive." she said
The only prerequisite for
this five-hour course is
English 112 The course is
listed as English 200.

Winthrop Terrace
NOW RENTING FOR WINTER

A bike ride to Pemberville will begin Sunday morning at
11 in front of the Union
Jeff Budd. junior (Ed.I and organizer of the ride, said
three, five or 10-speed bikes are recommended.
Budd said he is trying to organize a local club for outdoor
activity enthusiasts.
The first organizational meeting will be held Wednesday.
Nov 8 at 8 p.m. in the Perry Room. Union
Participation in activities such as backpacking, spelunking iexploring caves), canoeing, tobogganing and sledding will be discussed. Budd said

Quarter - Rates Start At
$50.00 Per Person For A
2 Bedroom - 2 Full Baths
OFFICE AT WINTHROP SOUTH
352-9135
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT AVAILABLE

OPEN TUES. & THURSDAY TILL 9:00 P.M.

Now entertaining at

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

3

many
airplane pilots
would like to be
Pagliai's
free delivery
men.
but they can't
keep up with
the rush.

THE LATE SHOW
FRI—SAT

«££

10-2 945 S. Main

II you believe thai .ill persons shall eniov
(Miual ri<itits and oppose fMmins MUMS nt
appealinq lo racists loi voles

PAGLIAI'S

tool 5- Wn —
•PIZZA

-SOBS

BROUGH SAID his oxper
ience as county coinmis
sioner for the last two yeai is one factor in the election
I'e said he served for eight
years as Wood County I'igli
way Maintenanee Superb)
tendent for the stale high
way department

1 traveled 40.000 miles of
Wood County a year during
that lime and I think I have
a pretty good idea of what's
going on in this county he
s.llil

Itrough also worked for 15
yean with the ilrough Stone

Co
I'e said a juvenile detention center is foremost on
Ins lisl ol priorities
We will have It.' hesak)
SCOTT SAID he has based
Ins whole campaign this
yeai on experience
My experience in township and COnMy government
.i- well .is pi Ivnte butinen
qualities me to make the
proper decisions for the
people of Wood County." be
•aid
Scoll is a former Washing
ton Township trustee Mere
tan treasurer ol the Wood

County Trustees and Clerks
Association, chairman of the
Wood County Planning Commission, former administrative assistant to the Wood
County sanitary engineer
and vice chairman of the
National Civil Defense Shelter Committee.
Scott also placed a juvenile detention center high on
his lisl of priorities
Kadeloff said he believes
his experience is his best
asset since he's running lor
his third term
I'e

said

working

county problems
countered during the
eight years makes
better qualified (or
office

with

enlast
him
the

It Mil-:I (IKK said the
commissioner s office has
witnessed construction of a
$1 5 million nursing home

and a $1 25 million school for
the mentally retarded.
Some of his past posts
include seven years as a
Troy Township trustee,
president of the Wood
County Trustees and Clerks
Association, and director
and vice president of the
Trustees and Clerks of Ohio
I'e now serves on the
Utilities Committee of the
Ohio Commissioners Association
I'e. too. favors construction of a juvenile detention
facility
We ve hired an outside
consultant to survey the
juvenile problems and
money is available, so there
won t be an increase in the
levy." he laid
I'e said his second priority
m in is correcting county
roads and bridges

NOW YOU CAN BE HEARD
For four years the youth of our nation has been frustrated and revolted by
the Nixon administration's failure to end the immoral war in Indochina; the
domination of our government by big business interests; the lack of progress in domestic problems like inflation, welfare, unemployment, ecology,
and civil rights. Students have protested, hut they have not been heard
because they could not vote.

If you were shocked by Nixon's waste of lives of Americans
and Indochinese in the Cambodian incursion, the stepped up
bombing of North Vietnam, the support of the corrupt Thieu
government, and the unnecessary delay in securing peace

until the eve of election...
If you boiled in anger at the murder of students at Kent State
and Jackson State in 1970 and the lack of any serious concern with these tragedies by Nixon and Agnew...
If you believe that our very existence is threatened by Nixon's
veto of ecological bills...
If you are concerned about rising costs of education due to
Nixon's inability to control inflation...
If you are worried about increasing unemployment because
Nixon has not been able to deal with the economic ills of this

country...
"'^3-

vote megovern

Before Uie primary elections last spring, the local
League ol Women Voters
asked each candidate to
make a list of priorities lo be
followed if elected
Ault's answer included a
juvenile detention center,
which he called a "necessity, and a badly needed
one "
l!e also focused his alienlion on roads and bridges
saying in Wood County alone
there are more than 500
bridges and very many ol
them need repair

If you believe that all persons shall enjoy equal rights and
oppose Nixon's tactics of appealing to racists for votes...

-352 - 7571

-SPAGHETTI

now you can be heard
THE SISTERS OF

KAPPA DELTA

Gamma Phi's
Are Proud Of Their
18 New Pledges!

WANT TO WELCOME THEIR
21 NEW PLEDGII
INTO THE BONDS OF
SISTERHOOD

Kathy Cain
Denise
Burrows
Peggy Byerly
Sharon Clark
Ann Clark
Debby
Elgin
Sharon Flory
Carol Frederick
Fran Leifheit
Pam Keever
Susan Hocking
Connie Morgan
Susan Patersan
Pat Pivonka
Debbie Pringle
Kathy Baker

• Aero-Sport Sky Diving Center •
Two classes 9 A.M. and 2 P.M. every
Saturday and Sunday
5 miles east of PauWing on County Rd. 138
11 miles south of Defiance
5 miles south of 5 Span bridge on County Rd. 171
to 138

For further info, call: 263-2463
or write Aero-Sport

...For now you have the franchise. You can protect within the system. You
can cast your vote for a new America divested of special interests a nation free from the immorality of Watergates. wheat deals, and secret
campaign funds.

vote megovern/ shriver
"It is time to recall that the promise of America was not a pledge to the
privileged, but a covenant with all our people Let us keep that covenant now."
George McGovern. August 1972

Evelyn Dombrowski

RL2
Oakwood, Ohio 45873

BGSU COMMITTEE FOR MCGOVERN SHRIVER

Remember For Wood County TREASURER - RE-ELECT

EDWARD N. NIETZ
Graduate of B.G.S.U. in Business Administration -11 years Experience in office. ED NIETZ, WALBRIDGE, OH. PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

14/Th* BG New*, Friday, November 3, 1972

Prosecutor's role reviewed

Candidates clash on priorities
In the Wood County prosecutor's race this year, one
candidate thinks the civil
side is the most important
side of the job while the
other says the criminal side
should take precedence

Bike ride

Th
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d»«tinaiion, appearing to belong to a world of his own.

Daniel Spitler. incumbent
county prosecutor, said he
thinks the civil side of his
job is more important than
the criminal aspect.
"I'm legal advisor for all
the school boards in the

Veterans' aid available
Applied to VA for a
certificate of eligibility and
attached a copy of his 1)1)
214 to the application:
-Taken both copies of his

The
Veterans
Admini
stration 1VA1 is urging any
student who is experiencing
difficulties in receiving his
monthly assistance check tu
make certain he has completed the following:

certificate of eligibility to
his veterans coordinator;

II vim believe that pm very existence is
ihieate-ned l>v Nunns vein nl ecoloqical

A STUDENT who is JU31

vote megovern
TIM

Sam
Manuel.
Socialist
Workers
Party
(SWPl
national
committee
member, will speak tomorrow at 2 p in in the Wayne
Room, Union.
Manuel founded the Black
Student Union at (leorgia
State University in Atlanta

Saixlav •etmni IH 1 30 Aim I 00 pti eirum

OPEN f Rl. SAT a SUN only
JOIN OUR POIAR MAR CIUB
(OR I HI I ADMISSIONS!
Supti Hot In Cat Healen optional

Just when you thought
you'd seen it all...

THE RUNAWAY It banned In
Meilco, France, Spain, Bra
all, Autlralla and 19 other
countries. Now you can tee
II without • tingle cut1

and acted as national coordinator for the Black Task
Force to End the War
IV
address,
entitled
"Prospects for Black Liberation,'' is sponsored by the
Young Socialist Alliance and
is free and open to the public.

"We must eliminate
the waste of
unemployment
and the justice
of inflation."

9:00

7:30

applying for VA assistance
and is already in school is
advised to turn in to his
veterans coordinator both a
completed VA Form 21E1990 and a copy of his DD
214
Students
experiencing
payment
problems
not
caused
by
normal
processing
procedures
may
meet with a VA representative Wednesday. Nov.
15, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the River Room. Union

SWP speech tomorrow

i..

■•>!•»

-Enrolled at the school
and in the course shown on
his certificate of eligibility;
-Notified
VA
of
any
change in address:
-Notified
VA
of
any
dependency changes:
-Turned in his certificate
of attendance card for a
prior period of training if he
has re-enrolled in school;
-Repaid any indebtedness
toVA.

• eliminate tax loop holes for the rich.
• reduce properly taxes by increased Federal support for
education.

■

iX)

3rd BONUS FEATURE f Rl & SAT only "GIRL GRABBERS

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE • SIM — l.ll.'S REQUIRED!

THE
COUNTY
prosecutor, on the other hand,
handles all the felonies committed in Wood County
A city prosecutor can
handle
five
times
the
number ol cases a county
prosecutor can. because of
Hie volume of misdemeanor
cases

Spitler has answered the
charge by saying he needs
the assistants "to efficiently
represent
the
school
boards" at their meetings.
CHEETWOOD also said
Spitler spent more time and
money than was needed in
the 1968 Podges murder trial
which lasted 18 months.
Spitler said the trial took
so long because it involved
75 witnesses, who all had to
be interviewed.
Then, because of the great
amount of press coverage
given to the case, the trial
had to be moved to Ashland
County, he said
As
county
prosecutor.
Spitler can make recommendations
to
judges
hearing drug cases about
alternatives to imprisonment
Spitler said he has used
shock probation during his
term of office for drug offenders who are sent to the
Ohio Reformatory at Mansfield
In shwk probation, an
offender is sent to Mansfield
"just long enough for him to
get the smell of the place."
Spitler said Then, he is
called back and placed on
probation.

f

STAMVM

Cinema UZ
WQWIWilT OWOI NIWIT AMO MOST COHrONIAH.1
COMCIfT Of LUXURY INHRTAINMINTI
NOW (-,*- 12b 9 30 S.i ft Sun

vsgsi

• to provide work for Americans who are able to work.
• reform the welfare system.

VOTE

SAIGON iAPI - North
Vietnamese forces led by
tanks overran a South Vietnamese border camp in Ihe
central highlands yesterday
Hanoi announced it had "no
other choice than to step up
the light on all fronts" following a U.S. delay in
signing a dralt peace plan

Due Co. about 200 miles
north of Saigon, is one of a
series
of
frontier
base
camps
screening
enemy
infiltration from Laos and
Cambodia
II was surrounded by
North Vietnamese tanks and
infantry,
pounded
by
artillery and missiles and

Cultural Boost Presents

bruce edwards

Bowling Green Folk Festival

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR U.S. CONGRESS
PAID FOR BY bruce edwards for congress committee. A Eugene
Keil. chrmn., 1033 Carol Rd, Bowling Green, 0. A political ad
vertisement.
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"ALL YOU can do at drug
education seminars is scare
the parents Kids at the high

Daniel Spitler

John Cheetwood

Sat, Nov. 4
8 P.M.
GRAND BALLROOM

BEFORE

the attack At least three
enemy tanks wee reported
knocked out

dawn, the rangers abandoned the camp and were
reported to have broken out
to the relative safety of a
jungle plateau 500 yards
from the camp There they
joined other government
troops.
There was no immediate
report on the fate of at least
60 rangers wounded inside
the camp and unable to be
evacuated by air because of
intense antiaircraft fire
U.S.
and South
Vietnamese
gunships
and
bombers circled Due Co for
hours pounding the North
Vietnamese positions in a
fruitless effort to turn back

troops were reported to
have penetrated a hamlet
less than four miles outside
Pleiku,
headquarters
for
South Vietnam's central region in the highlands. Field
reports
said government
troops retook the hamlet,
known as Plei Blang 3.
yesterday morning.
Officers in Pleiku said the
incident was evidence the
North
Vietnamese
main
force units were breaking
into small groups and trying
to penetrate as many areas
as possible in preparation
for a cease-fire.

assaulted from three sides.

SHORTLY

NORTH

VIETNAMESE

Cultural Boost present*: The ultimate
multimedia »how

THEATRE

"BAD COMPANY'IS GOOD
COMPANY. 60 SEE IT!"
iifk*><V*.Wi i**
r..M...<r.i.l..r..
\ l.iiii.t - IM Pro**
**1

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE • Sl.M - ID'S REQUIRED!
SUNDAY — OPENING TIL J P.M. - ADULTS
(>•

7 00 I 9 30

S.l A Sun

Entertainers will include

SUM

2 00 4 30 7 00 9 30

BAD
COMPANY"

• Pam Dinerman
• Sam Weiiqei
• Dan Kimple

i'c:

WIIIIAMVIK
NOW Ed HO 9 30 Sal A Sun

school age are unreachable." he said.
Spitler said the same
holds true for the police.
"The police need to be
educated, but the only way it
probably can be done is to
send someone along when
they make arrests who
knows the law You just
can't get to the rank and file
policeman to educate him."
he said
Spitler is a graduate of
Bowling Green High School
and Ohio State University
and received his law degree
from Ohio Northern Pe has
been city prosecutor for
Bowling Green and a special
counsel for the Attorney
General of Ohio
Cheetwood is also a graduate of Bowling Green Pigh
School. Duke University and
Ohio State
University's
College of Law Me was a
legal assistant to the Ohio
Attorney General
before
becoming city prosecutor
for Bowling Green.

SPITLER has also worked
with
Karma.
Bowling
Green s drop-in drug center,
in Irving to rehabilitate drug
offenders

Ohio Fifth District
SUNDAY - OrENING Til. J P M. - mills |I.M

Cheetwood also said there
is a need for alternatives to
imprisonment, but he thinks
drug education in the high
schools will help solve the
situation
This August, Cheetwood
went to Pontiac, Michigan,
to take part in Project Alternative, a seminar to discuss
alternatives to incarceration
and the education of youth
and adults through drug
information programs
Cheetwood has also taken
part in educating police
officers in Bowling Green on
search and seizure laws.
"We've got to educate
people, by speeches, by
seminars
and
whatever
ways we can to inform them
about the law and the penalties
if those
laws are
broken." Cheetwood said.
Spitler.
however,
disagreed.

N. Viets step up fighting

■ BRUCE EDWARDS

t,wn.*n*

Spitler with spending taxpayers' money needlessly by
hiring three "unnecessary"
assistant prosecutors.
Cheetwood said he handles
all his cases by himself, and
Spitler should do the same.

"THERE ARE 19 townships that work out of the
prosecutor's
office,
and
when they want to buy a
piece of equipment or even
dig a ditch, they come to me
for legal advice."
Spider said the prosecutor
is also a member of the Budget Council, and, along with
the county auditor and treasurer, is responsible for
setting the tax rates for the
county.
John C'heetwood. Bowling
Green's municipal prosecutor, has emphasized the
criminal side of the county
prosecutor's job in his campaign for the office.
Cheetwood,
who
took
office in June. 1970. has a
conviction rate of 90 per
cent, which he said is the
highest conviction rate in
jury (rials of any prosecutor
in Wood County.
Cheetwood is prosecutor
in the city's busiest court.
Bowling Green Municipal
Court The city prosecutor
handles all misdemeanors,
which includes everything
from traffic to assault and
battery cases.

During
his campaign.
Cheetwood has charged

Bruce Edwards will support programs to:

IUPI !Kl .....IMAKIt UUIUAHL
KtMM>a>>MMMO*VfMiMI
..u
MMdtoCKVWhM li-Hl'.

county, and that involves a
lot of people in the school
districts." Spitler said

? 3 40 S 20 I 30 9 30
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w
Best

Actress1
MTU
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IRAINtD 10 PURR AND PHASE'

BARBRA STREISAND OMAR SHARIF;FUNNY GIRL"
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PIUS THE ACAOtMY WINNING CARTOON CRUNCH BIRD

X - NO ONE UNDER 17 ADMITTED

Benefit for American
Cancer Society
Sound System Compliments
o/ Blimp City Music

.

NEXT . DOCTOR INIVAG0" WINNER et I ACAOEMV AWAR0S

TV*.
MONDAY - NOV. • -1:00 P.M. AND 10:00 P.M.
B0WIING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY BAllROOM
STU0ENT TICKETS S2 00 ADVANCE AT STUOENT UNION BIDG
KNITTY GRITTY DOWNTOWN 1 STUOENT SERVICES B10G
S2 SO AT THE DOOR

All NON-STUMNT TICKETS • $3.00

SHIRLEY J. MILLER
Democrat For
Clerk of Courts

MILLER FOR CLERK COMM.
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Dr. Chas. A. Barrel Chm.
722 N. Grove St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
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Changes in class scheduling
The registrar's office has announced
the following changes in and additions to

the winter quarter schedule of classes as
released Wednesday.

:!

'Time of Your Life-review
By Patty Bailey
Eatertaiameat Editor

ADOCD SECTIONS
0M8 Art 311. Advanced Design, 3 hrs. 12-2 MRF Hall
0907 Art 411. Advanced Design. 3 hrs, 1-3 TWFJacomini
0808 Art 511, Advanced Design. 3 hrs. 1-3 TWF Jacomini
0M6 Music Performance 23a. Concert Band 1. 3-5 T. 3R. Plersol
CHANGES
Art 311, section 1074. time is 10-12 TWF
Blaw 301, section 1345. time is 2 MTWR
Blaw 301. section 1350. time is 3-5 TR
Blaw 430. section 1352, time is 2 MTWF
Geog in. section IMS. time is 10 TWF
Geog 13S and 127, all sections, are 4 credit hours
Germ 564. section 2111, is 5 credit hours
KPE 313. all sections, are 3 credit hours
Mkt 300. section 2708. time is 10-12 MW
Musp 145. section 3012. time is 12 MR
Phys 211. all sections, are 4 credit hours
Phvs 211. section 3507, time is 8 MW. 8F. 2-5 M
Phil 340. section 3409. time is 2 MTW. IF
Psyc 312. section 3721. is Psyc 311
Psyc 270.271 and 290 are 4 credit hours
QAC 480. section 3S42. time is 3-5 TR
Span 351. section 3919. is Span 352
Span 363. section 3923, is Span 373, Spanish American Civilization
Spch 102. section 4055, time is 10R. 3 W. 11 MR
Spch 325. section 4120, time is 9-11 WF
Spch 424, section 4141. time is 10 TWF. 10-12 M
Spch 424. section 4141. is 4 credit hours
Spch 433. section 4146. time is 11TWRF

As strains of a familiar
melody floated through Joe
K Brown Theatre last night.
1 overheard a mother talking
about her son. "Pe just told
me he's figured out the
name of the play It's The
Wizard of Oz'.''
But it was Nick's Pacific
Street Saloon. Restaurant
and Entertainment Palace
onstage, not the F.merald
City-despite Judy Garland s
"Somewhere Over the Rain
bow'' being played through
out the first act
The use of music to set
mood was one of the best
leatures of The Time of
Your Life.' which opened
Wednesday and plays
through Sunday
The script ol the play
provides a lot of acting
room There are 26 roles in
the play and each allows
plenty of opportunities for
the actors to create living
characters
THE FIRST HALF ol the
first act dues seem to drag
in places

The fault does not lie in
the acting, or in the
directing of Richard Crouse.
graduate student in speech,
but rather in the script
itself
Although it is
extremely well-written,
there is just not enough
going on to maintain strict
audience attention
However, playwright
William Saroyan is very
adept at writing dialogue
Pis characters, as written,
are not just puppets on a
stage, but real people with
real problems, real dreams
And the acting last night,
some of the finest to be seen
on the University stage,
brought the characters right
into the ranks of humanity.
William C Goldsmith III.
Nicholas
Ruggen
and
Michael Sartor displayed an
enormous amount of talent
in their roles
GOLDSMITH, as Joe, was
superb Pis playing was both
sensitive and exciting, his
timing good, his vocal
characterization excellent
H< handled the difficult lead
with ease, manipulating the

other characters and structuring the action of the play
Nick is the owner and bartender of "Nick's Pacific
Street Saloon. Restaurant
and Entertainment Palace"'
where most of the action
takes place
Portrayed by Ruggen.
who seems very much at
home on the stage, he is a
solid character, one who
genuinely interacts with his
environment
Kit Carson, played by
Michael Sartor, is the kind
of role that can be so easily
played in stereotype Rut
Sartor, as the rough hewn,
wandering braggart, threw
in l-.il--t.it! Santa C'laus and
perhaps a bit of Saroyan. as
a life-lover, himself.
Steve Peter's portrayal ol
Tom was adequate, although
he was slightly reminiscent
of another character Peter
played last year I'owever.
as Joe's worshipping companion, he handled some of
his moments well, most
notably in tender scenes
with Kitty, the female lead
liabrielle Topping's characterization of Kitty Duval.
the streetwalker who. try as
she might, just could not

make it as a hard-core
whore, seemed weak at the
beginning
IN HER FIRST scenes.
Topping seemed to overact,
occasionally breaking
character physically, but
her performance improved
in the course of the play.
Per
most
notable
moments came in a pitiable
account of her shattered
dreams and in a harsh scene
with the cynical vice squadman
Some of the minor roles
deserve notice, including
Bruce K baker as Parry,
the natural-born dancer u>l
which Raker is another i.
Tom Mayrose as Hlick. the
somewhat too Rogarty g
man: and Jerry Jones as the
Arab
I'owever. some ol the
actors playing minor roles
missed the boat
Thomas N. Neiheiser's
portrayal ol the ''intellectual longshoreman was nut
completely believable
I'all ol his role, the sensitivity, came through well,
but the contrast, ol his role
as a worker, didn't come
across

Krupp the cop. played by
George W Teeters, had a
few very good moments
when Krupp as a person
came through, but basically
the performance lacked
characterization
And I didn't like Elsie, a
low-key role that was not
played enough The audience
never saw Elsie, just Pat
Davis, who was attempting
the part

The program, called the
Coordinated
Freshman
Humanities Quarter, will
take existing courses and
offer them as a package
deal
COURSES OFFERED in
the package are Art 146,
English 200, Speech 141.
Philosophy 202 and an Arts
and Sciences seminar
Dr. John Eriksen. Dean of
the College of Arts and
Sciences, said the program
will create a sense of unity
in the quarter for freshmen

"No student should be
operating
in
humanities
without
knowing the
relationships between the
different areas." he said.
He said the program will
teach the relationships
between the various courses
in a seminar
"The integration comes
through in the seminar,
where all the students get
together and discuss the
central theme of the
courses." Dr Eriksen said.
The courses will fulfill the
humanities requirements for
the Colleges of Arts and
Sciences. Business Administration or Education
IF A STUDENT takes all
five courses, totaling 19

hours, he will have completed the Group Five
requirements in Arts and
Sciences for the B.A
degree. Four courses will
satisfy Group Five B.S
degree requirements.
"The format allows unlimited opportunities for
innovation." Dr. Eriksen
said
"Programs could be
established, having a
quarter of concentrated
language study or art."
The program may utilize
facilities in residence halls,
but not as a "living-in"
arrangement. Dr. Eriksen
said
A maximum of about 75
students has been set for the
first quarter of the program.

Dr Eriksen said about 60
students are already committed to the program
A Coordinated Social Scl
ences Quarter and a science
program will he offered in
the spring
By the tall of 1973. up to
six coordinated quarters
mav be established and

additional quarters could be
scheduled to meet student
demand.

room
Costuming, by Gail Argetsinger was also well done.
especially the outfits for Kit
Carson .mil Kitty Duval
Overall, it was a good produclion. made even better
by the performances of
Goldsmith.
Huggeri and
Sartor

GILLMOR

Permission to enter the
humanities quarter may be
obtained through the Arts
ami Sciences college office.
217 Administration lildg. or
by calling 372-2015

STATE
SENATE

II vou iiie womed ahnui incteasinq uneiti
ploymenl because Nixon has nol been able
in deal wild the economic ills of this
country

vote megovern
' iiMMtl III MIK MrGOVHWl

J&G
PIZZA
PALACE

UAO Austrian Holiday

Dec. 14-22
9 Days and 7 Nights

ALL PIZZA

Cost $297 - Any BGSU Student

(AT STORE)

Information and sign up
reservations in UAO Office

.40 OFF

PAID FOR BY STUDENTS TO RE-ELECT PAUL GILLMOR
BILL FRUTH CHAIRMAN

r
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PECIAL ALL DAY
Dairy
FRI % SAT

Queen

E. COURT NEAR AD BUILDING

Sign up by Nov. 6

Hot Fudge Brownie Delight
and Banana Split

FREE DELIVERY
353-8565

Only 44£

BEER BLAST
TONIGHT
In Compton Rec. Rm
Featuring
Dairy Queen Bldg. on Wooster

Argyle
From 9 pm till 1 am

IMU
aunts of
Sig Ep Haunted House

Admission
Tickets

75c

available

advance

$1.00

Compton

or

at

door.

Botchelder

main desk.

Married (Icona Arti). Have 3 ion».
A lifelong resident & farmer of Perrytburg Township
Perrysburg Township Trustee, serving third term.
Member Perrysburg Township Fire Department
School Bus Driver 19 years.
Member Chamber of Commerce, Perrysburg
Member of Wood County, Farm Bureau.
Member Fraternal Order of Eagles Aerie No. 2327.
Director of Perrysburg Groin & Supply
Served with United States Armed Forces in Japan.

S JOHN G. AULT

tti -7'30

GIGANTIC
Pre-lnventory Paperback Sale
Fri., November 3

25% OFF
All Paperbacks in the Store

Await You

Special Group Discounts do not apply to sale merchandise

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR
WOOD COUNTY

Commissioner
YOUR SUPPORT APPRECIATED
CAPABLE
EXPERIENCED
QUALIFIED
This is a paid political advertisement

I
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THE SET was excellent .
and showed ingenuity It's '■
the kind of set that makes
you stop and wonder where
David A Koch ever lound
everything
The bar. with a real
working fountain on top. and
the overhead fan were particularly nice touches
The lighting was good.
especially in the scene
which takes place in Kitty's

Humanities program planned
Starting winter quarter
freshmen may lake part in a
new academic program
which can fulfill their entire
humanities requirement in
one quarter.

■!

STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING

1;
e
!;
8
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Freshman journalism option

Mass media minor offered
A new journalism minor
will be offered winter
quarter for students in the
College of Arts and
Sciences.
Freshmen who entered
the University this fall and

wish to minor in journalism
will be required to follow the
new program
Upperclassmen
now
minnring in journalism will
have the option of following
either the old program or

II vou .lie concerned about usinq costs ul

education due to Nixon's inability lo control
inflation

vote mcgovern
•".' Illl I0HM

IOVIRN

SMHIVIK

the new one. However, if an
upperclassman does wish to
switch programs, all previous courses will be counted towards the minor
THE NEW PROGRAM is
designed (or consumers of
the mass media rather than
practitioners All courses
will deal with theory rather
than skills, such as newswriting or copy editing
Students declaring the
new minor will be required
to complete at least 30 hours
from a course list consisting
of 18 courses from six
departments.

nl new courses are added
within the University, more
offerings may be added to
the list
COURSES to be offered
include new programs in the
English department, such as
Introduction to Popular Culture and Popular Arts and
Entertainment.
The journalism department will introduce only one
new course. Current Issues
in the News, along with its
regular theory courses.
OTHER DEPARTMENTS
involved in the new minor

oeeeeow

are marketing,
political
science, biology and speech.
To insure a wide sampling
of subjects students will be
required to select their
courses from at least three
departments, with no more
than three courses to be
taken in any one department
Dr J. A. Del Porto, Director of the School of Journalism, said the new minor
may be "the first formally
structured
program
designed for consumers of
the mass media in the
United States.

Sweeping

A U Hlv#ffwfy employe-* door* away leave* so that student*
find th» sidewalks after fh* (Woa« from shedding trees
and drfiiling rains.

can

"I have never heard of a
structured program in this
area," he said.

leaves

H!
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JOHN CHEETWOOD
COUNTY PROSECUTOR

INi

&

l-unkv

Zenith

- believes in fair prosecution of cases to insure a just result.

* EXPERIENCE:
- Prosecutor, Bowling Green Municipal Court since 1970
- Partner in law firm of Kurfess, Williamson & Cheetwood
- Wood County Chairman, American Bar Association's Campaign
against Drug Abuse
- Graduate of Ohio State University College of Law

STUDENTS FOR CHEETWOOD COMMITTEE
LYNDA THOMAS. CHAIRMAN
PAID FOR BY CITIZENS FOR CHEETWOOD COMMITTEE
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The brothers ol I'hi Kappa
Tau would like to Kite an
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Weekly earnings male and
female Blood Plasma Donor
Center
610 Monroe
St
Toledo. Ohio hrs Mon-Fn85 Open Thurs nites till 9pm
ph 255-3535

Fey Pikes we could have
danced all night, we did
The Gamma Phis

This Xmas give of yoursell
to those you love Portraits
1'nlimited Pholographv 3529227

Pappy 21st birthdav Nanc
GET PSYCPED for the
weekend' Love. 3 of the big 4
Ann Bullei Polly

Coming next
week'
Lasalles College Night -

Congratulations to Met/gei
Rybak
and
all
the

Pow did you like the bubble
bathSig Eps'S S I) M

For sale .wecpcix
new
used \ rehuill Heavmable
artcea ph 36MIM
Uarrard SL4K iuiK equip
IK call Max 371 tww
HKtOHDS TAPKS
Besl
selection
loWCVl
prices
tn-si
■ervK'e .il
Finders Records All K>w
list I.Psonlv PH Niw am
LP's
Carol King
Pelei
Town send. Yes. J t.eils
Bread
Moodv
Blues |
more, jusl (3 59 Diamond
stereo needles
Finders
Hecordsi tapes 128 \ Main
l9Wi MOB. new paint a. tires
phone 435-5171 Fusion.i
1971 Vega good condition
best oiler-call 372-3327

I9W* Charger KT clean make
an offer 707B Third St Call
352 9233
1968 MQC 'rare' 35.000 mi
low price must sell call 352
5761 alter 5pm
1 or 2 male roommates
needed or complete apt for
rent Call 352-7741
Needed 21 minim aCham
Pill 352-6461 Paula
Large house near campus
lorrenl $250 mo ThePulch
Pel Shop 354-9603
Come to Greenview apis 1
4 2 bedrooms available
Low rates Slop on bv or call
352-1195
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Booters face Oil challenge
By Bob Moon
SUfl Writer
The Falcon soccer leam
faces its toughest outing of
the season against Ohio University at Athens tomorrow
Thus far. the Bobcats have
run up a 7-3 record and are
ranked among the top five
teams in Ohio.

This week, the Bobcats
rolled over Ohio State, t-1
and defeated the University
of Munich. 5-3.
Munich, on tour in the
United States, had not lost a
game before meeting the
Bobcats
Both games took a heavy
toll in Bobcat injuries, but
all players are expected to

be back in the line-up
against BG.
THIS IS THE f.rst season
for the Bobcats under coach
Dennis Buford
Buford took over from Tiff
Cook, who decided to devote
his lull time to teaching In
two seasons at OU. Cook's
teams had compiled a 24-5-2
record

Although his team is in the
midst of a three-game winning streak, including a 2-0
whitewashing of Michigan
State last week. Buford isn't
taking the Falcons lightly
"We'll have to watch out
for Bowling Green," said
Buford
It'll be really
tough 1 would say it is one
of the best teams in the Mid

Harriers battle Miami
in bid for MAC crown
By Ed Hobson
Staff Writer

NMnakatobyCarfM.
Folcon bootan Bud Lawn (laft) and War ran
Haada diiploy thair vartion of tha "toccar
trot" for photograpnar Carl Said in a racant
gama. Norka fhair parfact control of tha boll.

Bowling Green's cross
country team will be out to
capture the crown it held
two years ago when it goes
to the Mid-American Conference championships at
Toledo tomorrow.
If the meet develops as
predicted, it should turn out
to be a neck and neck battle
between BG and defending
champion Miami
Earlier this year the
Falcons met Miami in the

Wattle declines pro offer
Wottle said the offer
involved a pro track tour
next spring, but he wants to
run for the Mid-American
Conference school during
the indoor and outdoor track
season
The 6-foot.
US-pound
Wottle. currently student
teaching history at Bowling
Green Pigh School, also

Olympic 800-meter gold
medalist Dave Wottle has
turned down a lucrative pro
track offer for his final year
of eligibility at Bowling
Green.
The senior from Canton,
would not disclose the
amount of the offer, only
saying "it was really a large
sum of money

wants to go to graduate
school Since he has better
than a 3.0 scholastic
average, he will be eligible
for an NCAA post-graduate
scholarship
Wottle also has a military
obligation once he finishes
school. He's a member ol
the U.S. Air Force ROTC
program at Bowling Green.

Club hockey begins
Bowling Green's club
hockey team opens its 18game schedule tomorrow
, night at 10:15 when it faces
St. i 'l.i ii Community College

at the Ice Arena
The club team, coached by
former Falcon defenseman
Tom Sheehan, will be competing in the Midwestern
Collegiate Hockey Association this season
Bowling Green will play in
the Southern Division along
with Dayton. Miami and
Oberlin. the Northern Division consists of Penry Ford
Community College. Pillsdale College. Oakland Community College and Toledo

JV football
The Bowling Green JV
football team will play its
final game of the season
against Miami Monday at 2
p.m at Doyt 1. Perry Field.
The JV squad owns a 1-1
season record.
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All-Ohio meet The two
titans of the MAC fought to
what was a virtual draw, as
Miami won the tournament
title and Bowling Green won
the dual "mini" meet
AT THE ALL-OHIO meet.
the Falcons managed to put
their top three men i Steve
Danforth. Tracy Elliott and
Craig Mjcdonaldi out in
front ol Miami's lirst man.
but the extremely deep Red
skins captured the next five
places
In order to win the MAC.
Miami coach Chuck Zody
said he has to break up
Danlorth.
Klliott and
Macdonald
"Miami s job is to break
up Bowling Green's top
three runners. Zody said
"They beat us in a dual inrcl
by sweeping the top three
spots We cant let them do
it again if we expect to
win."
ON THE OTHER HAND.
FalCOIt coach Mel Urodl

believes
Bowling Green
needs to break up Miami's
live man pack.
"We have to slip one of
our runners into Miami's
pack I don't care who
moves up as long as somebody does," he said.
Zody is afraid the outcome
of the meet may be determined by a complete outsider Pe thinks Eastern
Michigan may turn out to
the the spoiler for Miami
"Eastern Michigan has
two line runners that are
capable of placing high up
among the leaders. Zody
said
If (hey should run
behind Howling Green s top
runners, hut ahead ol ours,
then they can help the Falcons win the champion
ship "
MIAMI IS LED by Dean
Reinke and Bob Heel, who
have recorded top performances of 24:43 and 24:47,
respectively, in the five
mile
Howeveri the Redskins'

U.A.O. Campus Flicks
& Cartoons

Willard

Fri-Nov. 3 6:00 and 10:30
Sat.-Nov 4 8:30

The Boston Strangle, ^J^iasc
Main Auditorium - U Hall, Free with I.D.
POPCORN Will BE SOLD BOTH NIGHTS

DO YOU LIKE KIDS?
A group of concerned students are serving as volunteer leaders for dis
advantaged boys in the Toledo Inner City The Boy Scouts of America co
ordinate and subsidize this program Additional help is needed from in
terested students.

■

vote megovern
ELECT
Cloyce

McGIFFIN

PLEASE ATTEND AN INFORMATIONAL MEETING
MONDAY. NOV. 6. 7 P M OHIO SUITE. UNION
OR
CALL CAROL AT 372-5487

VOTE
for the bull
Nobody makes malt liquor
like Schlitz.
Nobody*

A Professional
Law Enforcement Officer
with 21 years experience

Wood County
Sheriff
McGiffm for Sheriff Com. Wm. K. Leslie Chrm.
26922 Whiteside Or, Perrysourg. 0.

£MK*

American Conference
"I don't think the pressure
will get us down Everybody
is pretty fired up to end the
season with a string of good
showings."
Two All-Americans are on
the Bobcat roster--Ed
Roberts and Andy Smiles
Roberts, who holds every
individual school scoring
record, leads the team in
goals with 10
SMILES AND co-captain

Sherm Lyle are the Bobcats
outstanding defensemen
Occasionally.
however.
Smiles has been on the front
line
Eric Winders leads the
Bobcats in scoring with nine
goals and six assists
Winders, a three-year
starter, is considered to
have the strongest foot on
the Bobcat team
The contest will be the
Falcons' third MAC game of
the season

BUNNY TYPE
GIRLS

claim to fame is that their
top five runners generally,
linish only 20 seconds apart
Hesides Danforth. Elliott
and Macdonald, the Falcons
will have Dan McFarland.
Hob
McOmber,
Bruce
Vermilyea
and
Rick
Schnittker on their sevenman squad
Bowling Qreen will enter
the meet with a 7-2 dual
meet record, while Miami
has a 10-1 slate, with their
only loss coming at Ihe
hands of the Falcons

INDEPENDENT MINDED SINGLE. UNATTACHE0
(DON'T RESPOND IF ENGAGE0 OR GOING STEADY)

If you ora attractive, friendly, uninhibited
ond enjoy working with the public, you may
be the girl (if you call today) who will be
financially tecure tomorrow, with a new fun
filled career. Call collect 1-479-7519 any
day, Atk for Mr. Rico.

- political advertisement -

EXPERIENCE is
^mKflNbW
spelled...
f^w
\X1BROUGH
f
Vote
Republican
, £SNt #»t r
CHARLES
1 *H
BROUGH
T|ii *
county
UJ * -. ,^L
commissioner
^

1

Paid for by Brough
for commissioner
committee
Carl M. Good
Chairman
613 Bexford, Perrysburg
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SMITH OR GILLMOR
FOR STATE SENATOR??
BOB SMITH ON:

GILLMOB

Income Tax — Smith
Fought For The Passage
Of The Graduated
Income Tax.

Gillmor Voted Against The
Income Tax - Fought
For & Voted For An
Increase In The
Sales Tax.

Gillmor is a weathly
attorney — lawyers
currently make up
almost Vi of all
senators — we don't
need another lawyer.

Smith is a school
administrator and
a doctoral candidate
at Bowling Green
State University.

DEFEAT OF THE GRADUATED INCOME TAX
COULD MEAN AN INCREASE OF $120.00 IN
TUITION— KEEP THE PRINCIPLE OF THE
GRADUATED TAX— DEFEAT GILLMOR, A
FELLOW WHO FOUGHT THE JAX REFORM BILL

SUPPORT

E3

ROBERT A. SMITH
STATE SENATE
PAD BY STUDENTS FOR SMITH
LOB PR0H»SKA Chrmr,
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OU--last ambusher on Tangerine trail
Hy Du CuiflUy
Aiiliuut Sporti Editor

Ohio quarterback Rich Bcvly. a
sophumure sensation, is listed by I'ess
as a 'doubllul starter" for tomorrow's
game, although it's believed he'll play
after missing the last two contests with
an ankle injury

It seems as though every Bowling
Green Mid-American Conference football game has been important this
year, but the last one tomorrow
against Ohio University has to be the
biggest of all
For the Falcons, it may mean all the
marbles-the MAC championship
BG culminates a wacky conference
season that has seen the Falcons rise
and fall from contention enroute to a 21-1 league record
That kind of record going into the
1 iti.it MAC game has never raised a
learns title hopes before, but it's a

THE RUNNING backs arc alto
questionable Original starters Hill
Gary and Jim Kozlowski arc both out
for the season, and it's been hard for
I'ess to keep someone healthy to lug
the hall for (he Bobcats
"The injury bug is the story ol our
season. I'ess said "We can I ever get
our best team on the licld al (he same
time "
The only solution for I'ess has been

whole new hallgame in 1972.
It's a topsy-turvy race this year, and

t*t**»*t»t*»**»****4***********tM
_■
_ _ _ _

MO mil's predicting who'll win n
II
may go down to the lasl weekend ol the
season when Toledo visits Kent Stall'
Or. it may end next week when Kent
travels to Miami

HOWEVER, IT could mil tomorrow
for the Falcons It's been a long and
hard trek through a rugged league
schedule since opening victories over
Purdue and Miami
BG can t afford to lose to OH it s all
on the line The Falcons have to win
tomorrow to retain any hopes ol a trip
to the Tangerine Bowl

IMG

AAAC

Overall
W L T
BOWLING GREEN.. 4 2 1
Western Michigan
5 2 1
Kent Slate
H 4 I
Toledo
5 3 1)
Miami
5 2 0
Ohio
3 5 0

MAC
W I. T
2 11
2 11
2 10
2 2 0
I 2 0
I 3 0

,„ ms all-purpose player, senior
,.„.,.;,,„;„„ i)aVc Juenger to carry the
|()a(| ,or ,„,„,

|(| lurn

That's the situation as the Bobcat*
and Falcons square off at Perry Field.
1 30pm tomorrow, to determine BG s

Juenger is the regular tight end. wilh
„ catenw (m m viirl|s and s.x touch
,,,. .llfl,
(|(|Wns
s(,(,(m)| ,„ ,,„. MA(

MAC fate
Filteen year Bobcat boss Bill Mess is
well aware of the position of his team
going into the contest OU, a pre
season pick to contend for the crown.
limps into Terry Field with a last place
1-3 record. 3-5overall

punts for a 32.1 average
However, with Hevly mil lasl week
againsl Western Michigan, I'ess was
forced to use Juenger at his former
position, quarterback Even Juenger s
attempted heroics calling
signals
didn't work, though, as Western rolled
over Ohio. 34-17

"WE HAVE TO be underdogs. I'ess
said "We're just trying to gel a team
together that will win a game "
The reason for his pessimism is an
unusual amount of injuries that has
decimated the number of good players
at key positions since the beginning of
the season.

JUENGER COMPLETED 12 ol 28
passes for 216 yards and one Til in the
loss, which was about all the offense
the Bobcats could muster with then
backlield depleted I'IS eflorts weren't
overlooked by I'ess

The Bobcats have been particularly
hurt in the offensive backfield. where

"He's
the
greatest
all around
athlete, and most unselfish athlete I've

the strength of the team was supposed
to be Pcss has been forced to play
"musical chairs' in the backfield in
most games

''v<'r Coached," I'ess said ol Ins star
player
TheOU coach said Juenger will start
at quarterback tomorrow it Bevly

can't I'owever. Bevly is believed to be
sufficiently recovered from his ankle
injury to play,
Pess hopes he will, because Bevly
currently ranks second among conference passers with 42 completions in
99 attempts for eight touchdowns and
654 yards The Bobcat offense hasn't
moved the lasl two games (both
losses: without Bevly throwing to
Juenger
OFFENSIVELY, the Bobcats have
operated from several formations this
year, including the "Houston Veer"
and variations of the "I "
I'ess said the Falcons can expect to
sec what he calls the "multiple I." an
"I" lormation with two split backs
rather than lined up behind each other.
"We started with the veer.' but
Injuries forced us io the T without two
goiKl backs.
I'ess said
"The T
emphasizes one good back '

In Miles' last 38
averaged 8 6 yards.

carries,

he's

The BG defensive line, which now
ranks 11th in the nation against the
rush, can afford to concentrate on the
OU quarterback with the corps of
running backs depleted

JOE BABICS WILL start at quarterback after missing last week's game
with a hyper-extended foot Pal Watz.
the super-substitute in the Marshall
game, will once again be the backup.
Reid Lamport, who started last week
in place of Babies, will miss the game
with a pinched nerve in his pelvis.
It was Lamport who engineered BG's
20-19 upset of OU in the opening game a
season ago as a third-string quarter-

BEVLY RANKS sixth in the MAC in
rushing, despite missing those last two
games

back
The Falcons are set defensively with
no injuries reported. The major task
will be to halt the Bevly-to-Juenger
passing combination if Bevly starts.

Bowling Green." I'ess said "We'll
hang in there and play for a break
We'll try to play sound defense
There's nothing mysterious about
beating BG You just have to play a
good game."

"We must be more aware of the
quarterback sneak than in the past.
Falcon secondary coach and defensive
coordinator Gary Tranquil I said

CAN THE BOBCATS be spoilers
tomorrow and shake up the MAC race
some more"1
The way the season has been, you
can t just sit around and guess who'll
win." Pess said

The Falcons seem to have the Bobcats out-manned physically If past
performance holds true. BG will try to
control the ball against OU
"We have to play fine football to beat

BG offensive backfield coach Ron
Chismar had similar toughts
It's been a screwy year." he said
"Don't
throw
anything
out
the
window "

Defensively, OU will line up in the
Oklahoma 5-2
or 4-3
The best
defenders arc co-captain and safety
Bert
Dainpier.
linebacker
Scott
Robinson, and tackle Jeff Beams, I'ess
said
They might be ihc only good ones, if
scores arc any indication ol a defense's
win Ih The Bobcats have given up 118
(Miinls in the lasl three games

THE THIRD AND fourth quarters
have been the killers lor OU In the
seven games this season, the Bobcats
have yielded 2IK |H>ints in the second
hall while Ihc offense has put only 101
|ioints on the scoreboard in the same
spanol lime
Meanwhile, the Falcons are coming
from their biggest win ol the season, a
46 7 rout ol Marshall
Tin' offense
exploded for six touchdowns, one third
ni the season's total
The leaders arc the junior running
backs, fullback Phil Polak ami tailback
Paul Miles
Polak has rushed 1(15 tunes lor 564
yards and
a
54
yards per-carry
average, good lor fiftIt in the conference
Miles has run for 672 yards in 158
carries loi a 4 2 average, pulling him
second in (lie MAC in total yards on the
ground Pe has three games left to
attempt to garner his second straight
1,000-yard season

N«wiphoio by Sf»v«o t. Han
Back-up quarterback Hal Wati look* for a receiver in lasl week's 44V-7 victory
Vr OTZ

om Marshall. Woti will again be waiting in the wings tomorrow when the
Falcons

moat

Ohio

University.

Junior

Joe

tobies

wiM

got

tbo storting

assignment.

leers open season tonight

Notre Dame provides opposition
By Fred R. Orllip. Sports Editor
If history is any indication, tonights
hockey opener at the Ice Arena
between Bowling Green and Notre
Dame will be one to remember
On the heels of a successful exhibi
tion season, the Falcons renew their
fierce rivalry with the Irish after a
year's absence Game lime is 7 30 pin
The two teams go to Notre Dame
Sunday for a 7 p.m (CSTI encounter at
the Athletic and Convocation Center
Reserved tickets will be on sale at $2
each at the gate

Notre Dame, now a member ot the
Western
Collegiate
l.'ockey
Association, hasn't forgotten those 5-1
and 3-2 deleats- especially since at the
time the Irish were playing their
probationary season prior io entering
the WCt! A
Nl) coach Charles I Lefty I Smith
even wanted to get a sneak preview ot
the Falcons Oct 19 when he drove in
from Notre Dame to see the Cleveland

Barons-Bowling Green exhibition.
They'll remember two years ago
said Bti coach Jack Vivian, who said
he won't settle for anything but a
sweep this weekend

BOWLING GREEN OWNS a 2 11
series advantage over Notre Dame as a
result of a sweep of the final two
games of the 1970-71 season

"1 USED TO look down then
personnel and say. Why can't I get
their people'' " Vivian said "1 don't

do that anymore I wouldn't trade any
ot my players for theirs
There's a tm of a revenge factor
involved with the 31 year-old Vivian,
who is starting Ins
sixth year al
Bowling Green
'
"You can't minimize the iacl thai we
weren't accepted in the Western Con
ference (When Notre Dame wasi.
Vivian said "Revenge is the utmost in
m> mind even though Lefty Smith is a
good friend
TONIGHT'S BATTLE Will be the
first ol a possible six stalls againsl
WCPA teams (his season
Mow BG lares will IH- a big influence
on any NCAA tournament consul
(T.iiHin In seven games againsl WCPA
teams, the Falcons have never won

"The key is we'd like to gel oil on the
right foot with the number ot young
players we have It (two wins) would
be a great confidence booster tor the
team." Vivian said
The Falcons are very green on defense Of the five rearguards dressing
tonight, tour are sophomores Captain
Chuck Gyles is the only senior
Gyles will be paired with Brian
Celanlano while Al l.eitch is paired
with Roger Archer Jim l.ochead is the
fifth man
IN
GOAL,
VETERAN
Terry
Miskolczi will open for the Falcons
tonight Either Miskolczi or vet Dontne
Boyd will get the call Sunday
Offensively,
the
Falcons
have
probably their best attack ever
The seven leading scorers are back
.rom last year's 21-10-2 team, including
top goal-getter Mike Bartley (37-31-68)

and Gyles 117-41-581. who were two ol
the leading scorers in the nation
Vivian also has his best freshman
class this year with Bob Dobek. Hub
Nagai. Paul Pughes. Rick Costello,
Bruce Woodhouse and John Stewart all
able to pul the puck in the net

"This team is more mature than ait)
other we've had
he said "The) seem
to know what s ahead for them, they
seem to be more receptive to the
coaching
"The onk question mark in my mind
is how they'll do in the lace of adver
sity This weekend maybe we'll find

DOBEK WILL CENTER one line
tonight with Gerry Bradbury and Bartley. (lord McCosh centers a line with
Steve Ball and Pete Badour, who starts
his 88th consecutive game tonight.
Stewart centers a line with Nagai and
Bob Watson. Costello centers a line
with Ron Wise and Pughes or Wood
house

out

The Falcons will skate a team this
season with more depth than they've
ever had
On the power play. Vivian has a number of combos he can use. depending
upon the opponent

Ticket info
A limited number of reserved seat
tickets, priced at 12 each, remain for
tonight's hockey season opener against
Notre Dame at the Ice Arena
All general admission tickets for the
game have been claimed in this week's
student hockey ID exchange
The remaining reserved seat tickets
can be purchased at the Memorial Hall
and Stadium ticket offices between
am and noon and from 1-5 p.m.

Lochead-plus on defense
In a time when the young Bowling
Green hockey defense needs all the
help it can get, Jim l.ochead might
give some surprising assistance to the
team's only weakness
Chances are the name doesn't
register at first glance
Lochead
(pronounced "La-head" I is an inexperienced sophomore who spent most of
last season thinking about who was
better than he was
Pe appeared in only four games,
scoring one assist
BUT A YEAR LATER coach Jack
Vivian is calling Lochead his most
improved player, and hopes to put
Jim's size to good use against some of
the rugged competition the Falcons
will face this season

Newipheto by UtSM L Han..n
Photogcoohoi Stove

Fish-eye

Ws»q?r*j on *jtV#fn#W

provides an rmkU fish eye view of the ko Aiona
of 3,600 persons is exported for tonight's hockey
rostra Dome. Tho Falcons el oo ojsonkeg tholr fourth

varsity se

"Last year he was listless and totally
unresponsive to our efforts." Vivian
said "When we looked at him in junior
hockey, we didn't think he'd be a great
one immediately, but with work he'd
be okay "
Lochead said the problem was confidence
"Last year I looked at the situation
and said Tow many of these guys are
better ' This year I think of how many
guys are worse." he said.

"GLEN
(SHIRTON,
assistant
coach I should get the credit (for the
switch i." Vivian said "He's got him
doing things I could never do."
But perhaps the initial credit should
go to former Falcon forward Jack
I'oogeveen, who spent most of last
season killing penalties on the fourth
line
"We sort of had something in
common." Lochead said "Ha knew
the problems
I
had and kept
encouraging me to hang in there and to
use my body and start hitting "
THOUGH

NOT

AN

aggressive

person by nature. Lochead is throwing
his 6 1". 180-pound frtme around with
some authority this fall That's got to
help since the Falcon rearguards
aren't exactly known for their size and
brute strength.
I didn't realize (before this seasoni
it i hitting i was such a big part of the
game," said Lochead. who comes from
Forest. Ont i figured this was about
the only way to improve my game
"I'm still learning new places to use
my body and finding out I should have
been doing it all along
"1 just have to contribute my
optimum-that'sa big part
-ORTL1P.

Hockey parking change
New Ice Arena parking procedures
will be in effect for tonight's hockeyseason opener against Notre Dame
Parking in the Ice Arena s main lot
will now cost $1 per car Free hockey
parking is available in Lot L. located
directly north of the football stadium
Fans may enter the parking lots by
driving east on Wooster Street and

turning north on Loop Road directly
opposite the Stadium Plaza Shopping
Center Northbound traffic on Loop
Road should then move to Stadium
Drive, which offers access to Lot L and
the Ice Arena main lot. respectively
Drivers may also approach trom Poe 1 'r.
Road, turning south on Mercer Road, . r" |
then east onto Stadium Drive

